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Compositional heterogeneityin the form of continuousor discontinuouschemicaland thermal gradients in lava and/or pyroclasticflows is very common. An understandingof the dynamicsof magma
withdrawal is essentialto palinspasticreconstructionof intensivevariable gradientsin magma reservoirs.
Important parameters governing the extent of subterraneanmagma mixing triggered by an eruption
include the vertical structureof density and viscositywithin the chamber,the discharge,the size and
shapeof the chamber,and whether eruption takes place along a sublinearfissure,a ring fracture,or a
central vent. A numericalmodel has been set up to study isoviscousmagma withdrawal from a central
vent conduit as a functionof the Reynoldsnumber,the reservoirto conduit width ratio, reservoiraspect
ratio (width/depth), and differing kinematic boundary conditions. Both open (magma recharge)and
closed (caldera collapse)systembehavior are considered.Finite differencesolutionsto the vorticity
transport and Poissonequationsenabledeterminationof vorticity, streamfunction,and velocityfields as
a function of time. The most petrologicallysignificantoutput is the streamfunction(particle trajectories)
and evacuation isochron diagrams. An evacuation isochron representsthe locus of points within the
chambersuchthat magma parcelsalong a given isochronarrive at the bottom of the volcanicconduit
concurrently.Open systemsevolve toward a time invariant state (fully developedflow). Spin-up times
dependon chamberaspectratio (B,/D,), reservoir/conduitwidth ratio (B,/Bc), and Reynoldsnumber
(Re). B,, D,, and Bc representchamberhalf-width,depth, and conduit half-width,respectively.
Spin-up
timesare relativelysmall(1/10 to 1/5) fractionsof typicaleruptiondurations.The shapeand orientation
of evacuationisochrons(EI) depend on Re (increasingRe decreaseswithdrawal depth) and geometric
factors (increasingB,/Bc at constant Re and B,/D, or decreasingB,/D, at constant B,/B• and Re
increaseswithdrawal depth). A significantamount of roofward magma can remain untapped in a
chamberevenfor long duration eruptions.Systemsdriven by calderacollapsealso involvejuxtaposition
of roofward and deep-seatedmagma during the courseof an eruption. Relative to the magma recharge
(open system)situation,EI's are laterally elongated.The extent of vertical mixing is thus smaller although still significantin this case. Maximum withdrawal depths vary monotonicallyin both cases.
There is excellentqualitative agreementbetweenpredictionsbased on the numericalexperimentsand
Fe-Ti oxide temperaturesfor a thermally zoned ash flow deposit south of Mono Lake in eastern
California (BishopTuff).
INTRODUCTION

eruptionat Novarupta(V • 15 km3 DRE) [Curtis,1968;Hil-

It is a widely held view that the productsof many volcanic
eruptionsrepresentthe rapid and partial evacuationof large
subjacentmagma reservoirssituatedwithin the crust.In many
cases,eruptive products exhibit continuous or discontinuous
changes in geochemistry,mineralogy, crystallinity, temperature, and inferred volatile content during the course of a
singleeruption. These variations may be mapped by densely
spacedsamplingof well-exposedand continuousvertical sec-

tions.For large-volume
(V > 102km3, denserock equivalent
(DRE)) silicicash flow deposits,carefulstudiesusuallyreveala
systematicincreasein the concentrationof mafic components,
temperature,crystal content, and magma density and a correspondingdecreasein H20, SiO2, and other componentsstratigraphically upward [Smith, 1960, 1979; Smith and Bailey,
1966; Lipman, 1967; Hildreth, 1979, 1981]. Small- to
intermediate-volumesilicicash flow depositsoften show similar intradeposit patterns, sometimeswith the additional feature of discontinuouschangesin magma bulk composition(a
compositional gap) at some specific stratigraphic height.
Classic examples include the eruption of Mount Mazama

(V • 40 km3 DRE) [Williams,1942;McBirney,1968;Ritchey,
1980; Bacon, 1983], the P1 compositealkali rhyolite to alkali

basaltashflow(V • 20 km3 DRE) on Gran Canaria,Canary
Islands [Schmincke,1969, 1972; Crisp, 1983, 1984], the 1912
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dreth, 1983], and the 1707 eruption of Mount Fujii (V • 1

km3 DRE) [Tsuya,1955].Althoughmuchlesscommon,eruptions from intermediate to basaltic centersmay also exhibit
monotonic variations in geochemistry,mineralogy, or phenocryst abundance during the course of a single eruptive cycle.
The 1971 eruption of Volcano de Teneguia on the island of La
Palma (Canary Islands, Spain) is a good example of a zoned
basaltic eruption [Santin et al., 1974]. The late Quaternary
Laacher See phonolitic tephra deposit (Eifel, W. Germany),
described by Worner and Schmincke [1984], is a welldocumentedexample of mineralogicaland chemicalzonation
in an intermediate-composition
system.
The simplestway to interpret the ubiquitous occurrence
of compositionaland thermal zonation and multiple pumice
populationsin volcanicdepositsfrom singleor closelyrelated
eruptions is to postulate the existenceof a vertically zoned
magma chamber.The realizationthat volcanologicaland geochemical studies can be used to reconstruct the pattern of
compositionaland thermal zonation within a magma chamber
is, perhaps,one of the major advancesin petrologywithin the
past two decades.This idea has generatedinterestto students
of magmatic transport phenomena,as an understandingof
how and at what rate compositional and thermal gradients
develop in a chamber is inextricably bound to the larger
questionof the dynamicsof multicomponent-multiphase
convection within a rheologicallycomplex viscousfluid. Clearly,
solution of this transport problem promisesrich rewardsthat
may be important within the larger context of planetary volcanism and crustal evolution.
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important parametersgoverningthe relationship between an
eruptedmagma parcel and its sitesof origin within a reservoir
and to develop a numerical algorithm applicableto the withdrawal of magma from a large reservoirthrough a central vent
conduit. The numerical simulationsreported on herein are
basedon solutionof the conservationequationsapplicableto
eruption of incompressible,constant viscositymagma from a
large reservoir. The present study is a logical first step in
understandingthe fluid dynamicsof magma withdrawal relevant to complexnatural systems.
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The method

Fig. 1. Schematicportrayal of magma evacuation from a large
chamber

into a narrow

central vent conduit.

Times after initiation
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the eruption (t = 0) are marked on two of an infinite number of
evacuationisochrons.In the time interval t2-t •, magmainitially lying
between the two isochronswill simultaneouslyarrive at the bottom
entranceof the volcanic conduit (point E). At position F the volume
fraction of vapor in the magma is sufficientlylarge that the flow is in
the compressible(high speed)regime where Mach numbersexceed0.4
approximately.Due to the high-speedturbulent nature of flow in the
pipe, local mixing can be very efficient.Magma parcelslocatedat, say,
points A and B will be intimately mixed before they reach the vent
(point V).

However, before field and laboratory data can unambiguouslybe utilizedin the reconstructionof preeruptivegradients
within a chamber,one must understandand allow for complicated mixing effectsthat may occur during the eruptive process.Most simply, one may considermixing to occur in either
the subaerial or subterraneanrealm. Subaerial mixing of a
pyroclasticflow could occureither within the verticaleruption
column or later during lateral transport immediatelypreceding emplacement.Although subaerial mixing undoubtedly
occursduring a pyroclasticeruption, it is important to note
that the time interval a magma parcel spendsin the subaerial
realm beforecessationof movementis usuallyvery short (typi-

of solution

utilized

for the numerical

simula-

tions allows the calculation of the transient history of the
evacuationprocessat arbitrary Reynoldsnumber within the
laminar regime.This is preferableto obtainingonly the steady
state solution for severalreasons.First, the spin-up time for
evacuationfrom a voluminouschambermay be a significant
fraction of the duration of the entire eruption.Even for a fixed
dischargeeruption, the velocity field within the reservoir is
time dependent,and so the mixing history will also vary temporally. Second,for the important casewhere calderacollapse
occursduring an eruption,steadyflow within the chambercan
never really be achievedbecauseof the motion of the sinking
caldera roof. Finally, becauseof the wide range of discharges
and transport propertiescharacterizingvolcaniceruptions,no
single Reynoldsnumber is necessarilyapplicable in all cases.
Calculations have been carried out therefore for a range of
Reynolds numbers between the creeping flow (Re-+ 0) and

subinertial
(Re~ 10a)regimes.

The most important petrological output of the numerical
model is the generationof evacuationisochronsfor a specific
set of geometric,transport, and boundary conditions.These
isochrons represent the locus of points in two-dimensional
spacesuchthat magma parcelsalong a given isochronarrive
at the entranceof the volcanicconduit concurrently.In terms
of reconstructingintensivethermodynamicfieldsin a chamber
by surfaceobservationalone,the evacuationisochrondiagram
cally102s)compared
with the durationof an eruptiveepisode is clearly of great significance.

(typically 104-10s s). Consequently,
despitethe turbulent
nature of column collapseand lateral transport, the extent of
vertical mixing during the subaerialphaseremains restricted.
If this was not the case,vertical compositionalzonation within
ash flow depositswould be rare. The common occurrenceof
vertical compositional zonation indicates that the vertical
scaleof subaerialmixing is significantlylessthan the thickness
of the deposit.
Subterraneanmixing is defined here as the mixing that
occursdue to the juxtaposition of magma parcelsinitially at
different depths within the chamber. Mixing occurs in responseto magma withdrawal and upwelling through a conduit of much narrower dimension than the larger subjacent
reservoir. The most petrologically significant aspect of this
processis that magma from many different depthswill arrive
concurrentlyat the entranceof the magma conduit (point E,
Figure 1) and may therefore become mixed before reaching
the vent (point V, Figure 1). The scale of mixing, that is,
whether intimate blending of magma or formation of compositionallybandedpumice occurs,dependsmainly on the viscosityratio of the two magmas.Even if no subaerialmixing
occurs,the stratigraphyof a deposit will not representthe
simple inversezonation within the preeruptivechamber.In
order to reconstruct the pattern of preeruptive zonation
within a chamber, the magmadynamicwithdrawal process
shouldbe explicitlyaccountedfor.
It is the purposeof this note to qualitatively discussthe

MAGMA WITHDRAWAL:QUALITATIVEASPECTS

A large number of factorsgovern the relationshipbetween
an erupted magma sample and its site of origin within the
chamber. For the purposes of discussion,these factors are
groupedinto the followingcategories:chamber-conduitgeometry, magma transportproperties,and dynamicregimes.
Geometric

Factors

Important geometricfactors include the size and shape of
the magma reservoir, the relative dimensionsof the reservoir
and conduit system,and the style of eruption (e.g.,ring fracture, fissure,or central vent eruption). In general, there are
poor constraintson the sizesand shapesof magma chambers,
although in certain specificinstances,inferenceshave been
drawn [e.g., Ryan et al., 1983]. Chambers from which voluminous ash flow sheets originate probably have crosssectionalareason the order of calderacollapseareasand may
have relativelyflat roofs [Smith, 1979; Speraand Crisp, 1981].
Smaller

volume

chambers

from which less voluminous

ash

flows are erupted may have conical or pitched roofs [McBirney, 1980]. Basedon observedsizesand shapesof large mesozonal to catazonalplutons,it has been suggestedthat during
catastrophicash flow eruptions, less than about 10% of the
volume of the chamber is evacuated [Smith and Shaw, 1973,
1975]. Becauseof uncertaintiesregarding chamber shape, a
simple flat-topped rectangularshapehas been assumedhere.
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Although the numericalmodel could easily incorporate other
shapes,there is no compellingreasonto do so at this time.
The conduit width and the conduit/reservoir width ratio
will also influence the style of magma drawdown. For the
simple case of inviscid slow motion in a two-layer stratified
fluid of infinite lateral extent, Rouse [1956] found a dependenceof the critical dischargeon the diameter of the conduit
as well as the thicknessof the low-density fluid layer (see
Figure 2). In this case, becausethe effects of viscosityare
ignored and the geometryis very simple, the minimum discharge O such that the lower layer will be tapped may be
approximately determined.As given by Turner [1973], the
conditionfor lower layer tapping is

Qerit•- 6.4

he

(1)

Fig. 2. Geometry of two-layer withdrawal problem, modified
from Turner [1973]. For this simplified(inviscid)analysis,a minimum
dischargerate Q must be specifiedin order that the deeperlayer be
drawn up into the conduit.The greaterthe conduitwidth, the greater
the dischargeneeded for tapping of the lower layer. See text for
discussion.

where g'--g(Px- Pe)/P• and h, 2B½,and Q representthe
thicknessof the upper layer, the pipe diameter, and the discharge,respectively.From (1) it is noted that there is a weak servations.Numerical simulationsreported here support this
dependenceof the criticaldischargeon the conduitwidth. For view (Figure 8).
example,with 2B½= 10 m, the minimum dischargeto ensure

Dynamic Regimes
tappingof the denserlowerlayeris 6 x 10'• m3/s;with Be=
As shown in a later section, for a fixed reservoir-conduit
100m, Q assumes
the value1.8x l0 s m3/s.In bothcasesthe
geometry,
the only important dynamic variable in the convaluesof h, Px,P2,andg are 500m, 2700kg/m3, 2600kg/m3,
and 9.8 m/s2, respectively.
Note that thesedischarges
are stant viscositywithdrawal problem is the Reynolds number.

within the range appropriateto pyroclasticeruptions[e.g., see
Settle, 1978, Table 1; Wilson et al., 1978, Table 3; Sparkset al.,
1978; Wilson, 1976].
A final important geometric factor involves the conduit
type. Whether an eruptiontakesplacefrom a curvilinearring
fracture (or portion of one), a linear fissure(e.g., Hawaiian
type rift zone),or a centralvent conduitwill affectthe styleof
magma withdrawal becauseof differing kinematic boundary
conditions.In this contextit is important to note that conduit
locationscan changeeven during the courseof a singleeruption. Bacon [1983], for instance,has shown how the climactic
eruption of Mount Mazama 6800 years B.P. began as a cen-

The Reynoldsnumber (Re) is definedfor the central vent case
accordingto

Re = 3pQ/8Bcr
I

(2)

wherep, •1,Bc, and Q representthe magma density,viscosity,
conduitradius,and volumetricdischarge,respectively.The parameters Q, r/, and Bc can each vary quite widely in nature.
Measured or inferred dischargerates for basaltic eruptions

commonlyvary from 10 to 10'• m3/s [Delaneyand Pollard,
1982; Wadge, 1981, 1982], whereasfor siliciccaldera-forming

eruptions,Q typicallyliesin the range10•-106m3/s.Basaltic
magma viscositiesmay be as low as 1 Pa s at liquidustemper-

tral venteruption(V • 30 km3 DRE) and thenchangedto a atures;high-silicarhyolitic magmashave viscositiesas high as
ring fracturephase(V • 15 km3 DRE) that was associated l0 s Pa s. Finally,conduitwidthsvary in diameterin the apwith caldera collapse.In this study, attention will be focused proximaterange1-102 m [ErkenandByers,1976;Shawand
on central vent type eruptions.The Taupo ignimbrite recently Swanson,1970] with wide conduitsbeingassociatedin general
describedin detail by Walker [1980] and Walker and Wilson with more siliciccompositions.Basedon this range of parame[1983] is a good exampleof a silicicash flow depositerupted ters, it is noted that Re may vary by severalorders of magfrom a central vent.
nitude, from creepingflow (Re--} 0) to values on the order of
Transport Properties

10•. Of significance
hereis that for a fixedtime intervalafter

initiation of an eruption, the maximum depth of withdrawal
Intuitively, one expectsthat both magma density and vis- varies inversely with Re. This phenomenonis quantitatively
cosityand their variation within the chamber(i.e., continuous exploredin a later section.
variation or discretelayers)will play a role in the detailsof the
PREVIOUS WORK
withdrawal process.As noted from (1), in a density layered
The
flow
of
viscous
fluid from a wide channel or reservoir
system,the greaterthe densitycontrast,the larger the imposed
dischargemust be to ensuretapping of the lower layer. In a throughan abrupt contractioninto a narrowerpipe is a classicompositionallyzoned chamber, high-viscosity,low-density cal fluid dynamic problem that has attracted much attention
magma will commonly overlie lessviscousbut densermateri- since the first recorded observationsof eddy formation by
al. Although no detailed analysis has been carried out, it Leonardo da Vinci [Rouseand lnce, 1963]. Becauseof severe
difficulties
associated
with
the nonlinear
seemssensiblethat for a layered systemwith a given density mathematical
contrast, as the magnitudes of the viscositiesbecome more characterof the conservationequations,no closedform anadisparate,there would be greater tendencyfor tapping of the lytical solutionshave been obtained.Within the last two declower layer. This would especiallybe true in the case of a ades,however,powerful numericalmethodshave been devised
chamber of wide lateral extent. For the small chamber the
and appliedto the unsteadyflow of incompressible
fluids.The
supply of low-density roofward magma would more quickly numericalcodesdevelopedby Fromm[1964, 1965] and Simuni
become depleted. It might be expectedtherefore that small- [1964] are among the earliest and most general ones provolume systemswould tend to tap deepermelts more readily. posed,although neither of theseworkers systematicallyadAs noted earlier, this seemsconsistentwith volcanologicalob- dressedthe suddencontractionproblemin termsof variations
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COLLAPSE

relevant to eruptionsfrom basalticchambers,where chamber
replenishmentoccursdue to deepermagma upwelling.In both
casesstudied,Q is constant.
The simulations have been carried out assuming twodimensionalflow of a constantviscosity,incompressibleNewtonian fluid. The assumptionof incompressibilityis not as
poor as it may first seem.Although volatile-rich magma may
achievetransonicvelocitiesin the vicinity of the vent [Wilson
•-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-tet al., 1980; Housley, 1978; Kieffer, 1982; Spera, 1982, 1983],
DISCHARGE
= CALDERA
AREA
DISCHARGE
= MAGMA
INPUT
the Mach number M of magma flowing into the base of the
THRU
FLOOR
x COLLAPSE
RATE
conduit (point E, Figure 1) remains within the subsonicinFig. 3. Two modelsconsistentwith magma effusionat discharge
Q. In the magmarechargecase,the floor of the chamberis permeable compressible flow regime (i.e., M <0.35 [Shapiro, 1953;
Shames,1982]). In order to show that this must generallybe
with respectto basic magma injection. In caldera-collapsecase,the
floor is impermeable;efflux is balanced by chamber roof collapse the case, consider the magma velocity at the entrance of a
(calderasubsidence).
conduit in order to explain the most intense of eruptions.
VENT

•VENT

RESERVOIR

PERMEABLE

CHAMBER

ROOF

SUBSIDENCE

FLOOR

Wilsonet al. [1978] suggestan upperlimit of 10• mZ/sfor
in Re, geometry,and particle trajectoriesrelevantto magma
evacuation.Kawaguti [1965] studiedsteadyviscousflow in a
channel with a forward (sudden contraction) or backward
(suddenexpansion)facing step up to Re ~ 64 but at a fixed
width ratio of 2. Similarly, Giaquintaand Hung [1968] studied
steady flows of incompressible,non-Newtonian fluids in a
two-dimensionalconduitexpansionfor Reynoldsnumbersbetween 0 and 16 and a fixed channel diameter

ratio of 2. Their

work was mainly concernedwith a systematicstudy of eddy
characteristics
and pressurelossesas a functionof power law
index.They found that the departurefrom Newtonian behavior decreased as Re increased and that this decrease was much

greater for dilatant than pseudoplasticfluids. Other workers,
including Dennis and Smith [1980], Holstein and Paddon
[1982], and Peyret and Taylor [1983], have focusedattention
on the flow in the neighborhoodof a reentrant corner at low
Re number,againfor an entry/exit width ratio fo 2.
In a volcanologicalcontext the only previouswork done on
this problem is the study by Blake [1981]. He applied the
approximate analytic solution of Weissberg[1962] to obtain
the velocity field within a large flat-topped reservoir from
which a constant viscosityfluid moves radially into an exit
conduit. The solution is for steadystate flow in the creeping
flow (Re--} 0) regime and is based on an approximatevariational technique.An important contribution of his work was
the determination

of what

are called here evacuation

iso-

chrons.Thesedearly show that in the region below the orifice

and extendinglaterally,juxtapositionof magmainitially at
distinctdepthsoccursduring withdrawal.
MODEL

magma discharge(DRE) based on an analysis of volcanic
eruption column heights.Most observederuptionsdischarge

at considerably
lower ratesin the range 10-105 m3/s (referencespreviouslycited). Adopting a typical vent diameter of
100 m [Erken and Byers, 1976; Cook, 1968; Korringa and

Noble,1970]and the upperlimit of discharge
(10• m3/s),the
averagemagma velocityin the conduit is V = Q/A ~ 150 m/s.
Now considerthe isentropicsoundspeedof multiphasewater-

rich(m•lt+ 8 wt% H20)rhyolite
magma
at 850øC
andPt=
100 MPa. Under theseconditionsthe concentrationof H20

dissolvedin the melt (p = 2300 kg/m3) is about 4.3 wt %
[Shaw, 1974]. Partitioning of H20 between the vapor and
melt phasesindicates a volume fraction of vapor phase of
about 25%, well below the fragmentation limit (~ 70%). The
squareof the soundspeedof this mixture is approximately

C2--Pm
Pv•(1Cv
2
- 00

(3)

where Pv,Pm,0•,Cv, and C representthe densityof vapor and
melt, volume fraction vapor phase,isentropicsound speedin
the vapor phase,and magma (mixture) sonicvelocity,respectively [Wallis, 1969; Helgesonet al., 1978; Carmichaelet al.,
1977]. In this extreme example the magma sound speed is
about 600 m/s. At the bottom entrance of the conduit therefore, M = V/C ~ 0.25, which is still within the range cited for
subsonicincompressible
flow.
The most severelyconstraing assumption of the present
model is that of constant viscositywithin the chamber. The
resultspresentedhere are thereforemost directly applicableto
chambers of either constant composition (e.g., basaltic
chambers)or to systemswhere the roofward enrichment of

GeneralFeaturesand Assumptions
2Bc
In light of inherent limitations in the aforementionedstudies, this work was initiated to study the topology of evacuation isochronsas a function of Re, the reservoir/conduit
width ratio, unsteady effects, and boundary conditions.
Br
--I
c
Boundary conditions were chosen to simulate either caldera
collapseor open-systembehavior (Figure 3). In the caldera
collapseversion,magma effiux through the central vent conduit is balanced by collapse (downward movement) of the
chamber roofi The open-systemmodel is characterizedby
magma rechargethrough the "floor" of the chambersufficient
:X,U
to offsetthe constantdischargethrough the exit conduit. The
caldera collapsemodel is probably most relevant to largeA
volume intermediateto silicic compositionpyroclasticeruptions, which in fact, are commonly associatedwith caldera Fig. 4. Configurationof reservoir-conduit
systemusedfor computations.
collapse.The rechargemodel,on the other hand,may be more
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H20 offsetsthe roofward enrichmentin SiO2 to give an approximatelyconstantviscosity.In a layeredsystem(e.g.,rhyolite above basalt) the viscositycontrast may be quite large

(r/•/r/2• 103),and clearly,a constantviscosity
modelis inappropriate. Although quantitative questions regarding the
extent of vertical mixing in such a strongly stratified system
cannot be addressedby the model presentedhere, that mixing
does occur is clearly indicated by the propensity of mixed
magmasin pyroclasticsystems[Smith, 1979].

/(Re)

Model Geometry

In Figure 4 the configuration of the reservoir-conduit
system is shown. Calculations were carried out for a twodimensionalrectangularcoordinatesystem.As is evident from
0.1
1
10
10 2
10 3
10 4
Figure 4, the y axis is a line of symmetry(mirror plane), and
Re
consequently,calculationsneed be carried out only within one
Fig. 5b. The function f(Re) of (26) as a function of Reynolds
side of the spatial domain (in region ABCDEF). This affords
considerabletime and cost savings, as the computational number.Note that f(Re) versusRe givesa slopenear unity at low Re
as deducedin Appendix B. As discussedin text,f(Re) is independent
domain is effectivelycut in half.
of reservoir-conduitrelative dimensionsand consequentlymay be
There are two independentlyvariable length ratios relevant usedin conjunctionwith (26) to calculatetimes necessaryfor attainto magma withdrawal from a finite volume reservoir. These ment of fully developedflow within any sizechamber.
includethe conduit/reservoirwidth ratio (Bc/Br)and the reservoir width/depth ratio (BrIDe).In all the simulationsreported
Conservationof massrequiresthat
here,the length of the volcanicconduit L½was long enoughto
6•u
ensurefully developedvertical flow within the pipe; lengthening L½beyond this limit had no effecton computedsolutions.
Conclusionsdrawn in this study are based on numerical experimentsfor which Be/B, varied from 1/5 to 1/40 and B,/D, It is convenientto definea streamfunction• accordingto
varied from 1/2 to 2.
a½
-a½
u -v -(7)
t?y
Differential Equationsand Nondimensionalization

a•+•y: 0

The Navier-Stokesequationsapplicableto unsteadyflow of
an incompressible
Newtonian fluid of viscosityr/and densityp
in two dimensions

are

(6)

and to,the vorticity,as
6•v

6•u

m ....
t?x

(8)

sa(t?u
[t?2u
+ut?u
+ t?u)
= - t?p
+.37x
+t?2u•
(4) Sincethedefinitionof thestreamfunctionautomatically•
tisfiesthe continuityexpression,it is no longer necessaryto
consider(6). When (7) and (8) are combined,an elliptic Poisson equation of the form

and

"7 +

+

=- +

+ax - .a (s)
C•X
2

lO3

SlLICIC

LARI
(TAUPO)

TYPICAL

ASH
FLOW/

lO2
.œ

•

•
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ß

lO

; •

•"
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Q
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i

i

10

102

i

103

104

Re

Fig. 5a. Time to attain fully developed(steadystate) flow in a
chamberas a functionof Re. Reynoldsnumberis relatedto discharge,
conduit size,magma density,and viscosityby (2). Dimensionaltimes

are givenfor the caseD,/B, ~ 1/2, B,/Bc ~ 20, and Bc = 100 m. The
Reynolds numbers for silicic and marie compositionsystemsare
shown.LARI refersto low aspectratio ignimbriteand HARI to high
aspectratio ignimbriteof Walker [1981]. LARI is characterizedby a

relativelylow O (~ 10'• m3/s),and HARI by highdischarge
(~ 106
m¾s).

(9)

vationin termsof the streamfunctionand vorticity.
The vorticity transport equation may be derived by differentiationof (4) with respectto y and (5) with respectto x and
thensubtractingthe resultingexpressions.
Introducingthe definition of the vorticity(8), one finally arrivesat
(10)

lmin

i

to

10 min

BASALTIC

1

c•y2

results.Equation (9) is essentiallya statementof massconser-

LOW Q
BASALT

10-1

-4....

which is the desired vorticity transport equation. The kinematic viscosityv is defined as r//p. Note that the parabolic
vorticity transport equation consistsof an unsteadyterm
(2to/2t),the inertial terms u(2to/2x)and v(2to/2y)and the viscous diffusion term vV2to.

Equations (7)-(10) constitute four equations in the unknownsu, v, •, and to and representthe systemof equations
that must be solvedalong with boundaryconditionsin order
to simulate magma evacuation from a crustal reservoir.
Boundaryconditionsused to generatesolutionsin this work
are given in the next section.
It is convenientto nondimensionalize(7)-(10) to facilitate
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CENTRAL

VENT-

CONDUIT

MAGMA

DIAMETER

=

RECHARGE

In the remainder of this paper, bars are dropped from all
symbols.Unless explicitly stated, all variables discussedare

lOOm

the nondimensional

Different setsof boundary conditionswere useddepending
on whether the magma recharge(case 1) or caldera collapse
(case2) model was being studied (see Figure 3). In addition,
for the magma rechargecase,two different velocity profiles
were usedalong the bottom of the chamber(AB on Figure 4):
parabolic and uniform velocity. Not surprisingly,the velocity
field and hencethe shapeand positionof evacuationisochrons
were little affectedby the shapeof the influx velocity profile.
Only for unrealisticallylarge valuesof B,/D, (i.e., B,/D, > 10)
does the influx velocity field significantlyinfluencethe stream
functionand vorticity fieldsin the interior of the chamber.
Becauseof symmetryrelations previouslynoted, u = co= 0
along AF. Boundary AF also representsa streamline,so that
• = const. For consistencywith velocity profiles along FE
and AB, • is set equal to zero along AF. The vertical velocity
v along AF is part of the solutionand is not set a priori. These
conditionsalong AF are valid for both caseI and case2.
Case 1. Along FE the following conditionsare set:

/

•

10km

Fi•. 6a. Evacuationdiagramfor R• = l0=, B•/B=• 20, and
D•

2.

the numerical analysis. This is accomplishedby defining a
velocityscaleaccordingto

V-8Bc2

ting the half-width of the conduit Bc as the referencelength,
the followingnondimensionalvariablesmay be defined'
•=--

V

v

•=•

V

x

co: - 2x

u=O

(18)

•b: «x(x2 - 3)

Vt

Bc

y

1 1-

u=0
[
½= 51
•x[(•)
2- 3]

BcCO

• = B• 9= B• (•=--•VBc

2

That is, parabolic fully developedflow is assumedin the far
upstream portion of the conduit. The vorticity and stream
function follow from their defining equations ((7) and (8)).
Along boundariesED, DC, and CB, u = v = 0 and • = -2/3.
The stream function value along these boundaries follows
from (18) and the fact that the boundary EDCB representsa
streamline. Finally, along AB for the parabolic profile,

maximumverticalvelocityoccursat thetop of conduit.Adop-

u

v=l--x

(11)

where Q is the discharge(a constant during a simulation).
Equation (11) definesthe maximum velocity along the centerline of the conduit modeled here as an equant duct. The

•=--

ones as defined in this section.

Boundary Conditions

,,nnnI'•'•.•.:•:.f.•te.r
2 dayscontinuous
eruption•

8000
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v= R

(12)

B,

(19)

2x

where all barred quantitiesare nondimensional.Introducing
(12) into (7) through (10), the relevantequationstake on the
followingform.

whereasfor uniform flow,

Vorticity transport

• +• • +0• - Re

+ oy2j

(13)

Poisson
equation

a•2 Fay2
= --m

(14)

Vorticity

&e aa

// •-- Re=10

(15)

Stream function

a-

e = - --

(16)

wherethe Reynoldsnumber,definedaccordingto
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is the only parameterof the problem.
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Fig. 6b. Maximum withdrawaldepth versustime of eruption for
magmarechargeand calderacollapsesituations.Re = 10, B,/Bc - 20,
and B,/D• ,• 2.2 for both cases.
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u =0

=

(20)

co=0

Case 2. In the caldera collapsemodel, the removal of
magmafrom the reservoiris balancedby the volumedecrementdue to roof collapse.The bottom of the chamberis
assumedto be imperviousin this case(i.•., AB is an impermeable no-slip boundary).Conservationof mass necessitates

._o

therefore that

._•

ll)dx __

v, dx

(21)
8

wherev is thevelocity
alongFE (v= 1 - x2 + v,x2)andv, is

0

the velocity(assumed
constant)of the founderingroof. Assuminga parabolicvelocityalongFE, (21)impliesthat v, = (1

Z

4

6

Dimension

8

less

iO

Width

isochrons
(œI)for parameters
of Figure?a.Iso- •Xm)-•,wherexm= R- • (see(12)),is thereservoir/conduitFig. ?b. œvacuation
chronsare labeledby dimensionless
times.

width ratio. The stream function and vorticity along FE

followimmediatelyuponspecification
of v suchthat

linesparallelto the x andy directions,
respectively.
The solutions
to
finite
difference
forms
of
(13)-(16)
are
found
at a finite
• =-•-(1- v,)-x •o= 2x(v,-1)
(22) numberof grid points(i,j) in the computationaldomain.
The
of thegridpointsis intimatelyrelatedto thestability,
Sincethe flow is fully developedalong FE, the horizontal spacing
and costof a simulation.
In AppendixA are details
velocityvanishes
identicallythere.Alongwall ED the follow- accuracy,
x3

of the finite differencemethodsusedfor the computationof all
fluid dynamicfield variables(i.e.,q•,to,u, and v), commentson

ing boundaryconditionsapply:

u=0 v=v,

accuracyand stability of solutions,and the techniques
(23)the
usedto track magma parcelsin the Lagrangianmode for

= «(v, + 2)

evacuation isochron determination. The books by Roache

Similarly,alongDC, the no-slip,calderacollapseand stream [1972] and Peyret and Taylor [1983] are recommended
as
function conditions are
generalreference
worksto thosedesirousof a generalintroductionto extantmethodsin computationalfluid dynamics.

u=0 v=v,

(24)

• = i(v,- 1) - v,x

The boundariesCB and AB representa streamline. This,
togetherwith the no-slipcondition,gives
u= v=

= 0

(25)

RESULTS

Introduction

A largenumberof numericalsimulations
wereperformedso
that the effectsof different boundary conditions,reservoirconduitdimensions,chambervolumes,and Reynoldsnumbers

alongboth (CB and AB) boundaries.
T•-m ALGORITHM

The commonpracticeof defininga uniformfinitedifferenc•
meshhas been employedhere. The indicesi, j refer to the
locationof grid pointscorresponding
to intersections
of mesh
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Fig. 7c. EI for Re = 0.10.Dimensions
of reservoir/conduit
identical to Figure7a. Note the verticalelongationof isochrons
compared
Fig. 7a. Streamfunctionplot for Re= 103,B,/B½= 20, and Br/ with Figure7b. Althoughthe shapeof isochronsis a functionof Re,
D, = 2.2for fullydeveloped
flowin themagmarecharge
case.Vertical the volumeof the stagnantzonenearthe chamberroof is only weakly
on Re. Volumeof stagnantzonecorrelates
moredirectly
depthaxisis AF in Figure4 for which• = 0, and -• variesfrom0 dependent
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with chambersizeand shape.
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Fig. 8. Stream function and E1 diagrams illustrating effectsof
chambergeometryon magma withdrawal. Re = 1 in all cases.Analysisof theseand relatedsimulationsindicatesthat increasingB,/B c at
constantB,/D, or decreasingB,/D, at constantB,/Bc createsa larger
volumeof roofwarduntappedmagma.(a) B,/B½= 5, B,/D, = 1, -•
variesfrom 0 to 2/3 in equal increments.(b) B,/B, = 5, B,/D, = 1/2,
streamlinesas in Figure 8a. (c) EI for Figure 8b. (d) B,/B, = 40,
B,/D, = 2. (e)EI for Figure8d.

could be systematicallyexplored.Additionally,transientinformation could be obtained for caseswhere a steadystate solution exists. Stream function plots (i.e., particle paths) were
constructedby smoothingand interpolation of stream function values at nodal points, and evacuation isochronswere
determinedby tracking of inert markersalong streamlines.It
will be noted thereforethat each simulationgenerateda large
amount of information. In the interestsof brevity, only some
of the more salient features of the solutions

are considered

hereas they apply to the magmaevacuationproblem.Most of
the resultspresentedin this sectionare given in terms of dimensionlessquantities, as this is the most concisemeans of
information transmission. For the sake of illustration, however, some dimensional results are also cited.

Case 1: Magma Recharge

Spin-up time. The imposed initial condition is that
u=v=0
everywhere within the computational domain

o

I

I

I

2

3

4

Dimensionless

Width

Fig. 8c

exceptalong boundariesAB and EF as indicatedby (18), (19),
or (20). Field variables(•, co,u, and v) subsequentlyundergoa
transient development(spin-up) and finally reach a steady
stateafter somefinite time haselapsed.This duration,denoted
as tss,can be shownfrom dimensionalanalysisto dependonly
on the dimensionsof the chamberand the Reynoldsnumber.
That is,

ts:=

f(Re)

(26)

where the functionf(Re) must be determinedby numerical
experiment.It may be anticipatedfrom a simpleanalysis(see
Appendix B) that t• is directly proportional to Re in the
creepingflow regime.The dependenceof ts• on Re becomes
weaker as Re increasesuntil finally in the turbulent range

(Re> 2 x 103)the spin-uptime becomes
independent
of Re.
That is, t,sis a monotonicalllyincreasingfunctionof Re that
approachesasymptoticbehavior in the turbulent regime.
Therefore low Re eruptions will be associatedwith shorter
spin-uptimescomparedwith high Re eruptions.It is impor-
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Mixing] depth versusRe. Figure 7 compares ½ and isochron plots for fully developed(t = tss)flows with B•/D• = 2.2

and B•/B, = 20 for Re = 0.1 and Re = 103.A comparison
of
isochrondiagrams(Figures 7b and 7c) showsthe effect of Re
on mixing depth.The effectof increasingRe is to decreasethe
verticalscaleover whichmixingoccurs.All otherfactorsbeing
equal, a high Reynolds number eruption from a zoned or
layeredchamberwould showlesscompositionalheterogeneity
than a low Re eruption from the samechamber.For example,.
at a dimensionless
t -- 50 and for B, - 100, the low Re eruption would mix magma over a depth range of 3.2 km versus
only 2.5 km for the high Re eruption. The stream function
field showsthat the assumptionof radial flow in the reservoir
breaksdown at large distancesfrom the conduit entrance.
Effects of chambersize. Figure 8 compares½ and evacuation isochron systematicsfor chambersof different aspect
ratios and widths. All results are for Re = 1 at times corre-

sponding to fully developedflow throughout the chamber.
o
•
2
3
Analysisof theseand other numericalexperiments(not shown)
Dimension
less
Widlh
indicatesthat both the reservoir/conduitwidth ratio and resFig. 8e
ervoir/depthlengthratio are quantitativelyimportant parameters with respectto the shape and orientation of evacuation
tant to note that the time dependencereferredto here is unre- isochrons.Comparisonof EI plots showsthat for fixed Re and
lated to unsteadiness
in magma discharge.Rather it refersto B,/D, increasingB•/Bc (i.e., making the chamber wider relathe developingvelocityfield with the chamber.
tive to the conduit) makes for a larger volume of roofward
Figure 5a givesthe resultsof a seriesof numerical experi- stagnant magma that remains untapped even for long duraments that corroborate the deductions made above. Note that
tion eruptions.Similarly,for fixedB•/B,, makingthe chamber
for small Re, tssdependslinearly on Re, whereasas Re in- deeper(decreasingB•/D,) also leavesa larger amount of uncreases,tssbecomesnearly independent of Re. The results tappedmagma in the region directlyunderlyingthe roof of the
shownin the figureare for the particularvaluesof D,/B c = 9 reservoir.A corollary of the stagnationphenomenonis for
and B,/Bc = 20. In Figure 5b the dependenceoff(Re) on Re is magma to be drawn from deeper levels and hence for the
shown; the resultsin Figure 5b are independentof chamber extentof potential verticalmixing to be maximizedrelative to
size. Figure 5b used in conjunction with (26) enablesone to caseswherea higherfractionof roofwardmagmais erupted.
determinethe spin-uptime for any sizemagma chamber.As a
specificexample,considertssfor an eruption from a chamber Case 2: CaMera Collapse
10 km deepwith a cross-sectional
area of 400 km2 and conIn Figures 9a, 9b, and 9d, ½ and isochron diagrams are
duit diameterof 100 m. As additionalparametersassumeQ shown for magma evacuation driven by caldera collapse.
5 x 104m3/sandv = 10 m2/s(r/•., 2 x 10• P). Thenfrom(2), Steady solutions cannot be found in this case becauseof the
Re • 50, and from Figure 5b and from (11), (12), and (26) the decreasingdepth of the reservoir.The vorticity field (not
spin-uptime is approximately22 hours.The volume of erup- shown)showsconsiderablymore rapid spatial variation due
ted magmaat this time wouldbe about4 km3 (DRE). Note to the perturbingrole of the subsidingroof. The stream functhat the spin-up time representsa significantperiod of time tion diagram (Figure 9a) indicates that the foundering roof
(nearlya day) relativeto a typicaleruptionduration.
acts as a piston and forcesmagma to move laterally toward
the conduit. Within the conduit there is a very thin zone
Stream Function and Evacuation lsochrons
adjacentthe subsidingblock where magma is draggeddown,
Magma withdrawal. In Figure 6a a dimensionalcrosssec- although this generallycannot be resolveddue to coarseness
tion of a large aspectratio (B/B, •., 20) magma chamberis of the grid. This is a consequenceof the no-slip boundary
shown with illustrative evacuation isochrons. Time is meaconditionon v and representsan additionalsourceof vorticity
suredwith respectto the initiation of the eruption(t = 0), and absentin the rechargeproblem.
the dischargeis constantthroughout the 2-day eruption. In
The effect of roof founderingis clear in the evacuationisothis example the spin-up time is about 6 hours, at which time chron diagram (Figure 9b). Relative to the magma recharge
magmafrom a depth of 5 km is mixing with material near the case,the isochronsare laterally elongated.This implies that
top of the reservoir.Note that as the eruption proceeds,the the extent of vertical mixing will be lessthan in the recharge
fraction of "deep"magma increasesmonotonically.Figure 6b case,althoughclearly,magmajuxtapositionremainsa promishows the variation of maximum withdrawal depth versus nent feature of the withdrawal process.Field evidence[see
time for both the recharge(opensystem)and calderacollapse Lipman,this issue] suggeststhat vertical relief due to caldera
models.As an eruptionproceeds,the extentof potential verti- collapseis commonlyin the range102-103m, so that roof
cal mixing is seento increase.A significantvolumeof magma subsidenceis probably a relatively small fraction of the
can remain trapped in a "backwater"region near the roof of chamberdepth. Comparisonof Figures 9b and 9c illustrates
the chamber during the courseof an eruption. The size and the differencebetweenthe magma rechargeand caldera colshapeof this stagnantregion dependon the relative dimen- lapse models in terms of evacuationisochrons,all other facsionsof a chamberand on whethermagma rechargeor cal- tors being identical.The important featuresare that (1) maxidera collapsebalancesthe rate of magma withdrawal (cf. Fig- mum withdrawal depth versustime grows at a much slower
ures9b and 9c).
rate (Figure 6b) and (2) the volumeof the stagnant(untapped)
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Fig. 9a. Stream function plot for caldera collapsecase Re = 10,
B,/Bc = 20, and B,/D, = 2.2. Streamfunctionfield for roof collapseis
equal to 1% of initial chamberdepth (D,), and -q• varies from 0 to
2/3 in equal increments.
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regionis much smallerfor the calderacollapsecase.Figure 9d
showsEI for a wider and deeper chamber at Re-- 100. This
illustratesagain the flattened shape of the isochronsfor the
calderacollapsesituation.
SUMMARY OF PETROLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Caution is recommendedin applying the resultsof the numerical simulations to specific volcanic eruptions. Only a
small fraction of possiblechamber sizesand shapes,vent locations (ring fracture, central vent, fissure), and densityviscosityvariations have been studied to date. Modeling of
ring fracture eruptions can be accomplishedin a straightforward manner by changesin boundary conditions along AF
(Figure 4). Preliminary simulations show that the juxtaposition of magma from an even wider depth range occursfor a
ring fractureeruption relative to the centralvent case.Perhaps
the most important limitation in the numerical experiments
reported on herein is the assumptionof constantdensity and
viscositywithin the reservoir.
Despite these limitations, several features of the present
modelare probablyof generalqualitative,if not semiquantitative, significanceto the dynamics of magma withdrawal and
the interpretation of compositionaland thermal zonation in
ash flow deposits.
1. As an eruption proceeds,the maximum depth of with-
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40
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Width

Fig. 9c. EI plot for magma rechargecase with some Re and geometry as in Figures9a and 9b. Direct comparisonof Figures 9c and
9b showssignificantdifferencesin the pattern of magma withdrawal,
although an appreciableamount of juxtapositional mixing occursin
both cases.

drawal increasesmonotonically(Figure 6b). An obviousimplication of this is that systematicchangesin temperatureand
compositionof erupted productswill occur during the course
of any eruption.In Figure 10, temperaturedata from Hildreth
[1977] are presentedfor the extracalderafaciesof the Bishop
Tuff, a Quaternary ignimbrite deposit in eastern California.
Two featuresof thesedata are especiallyimportant. First, as
the eruption proceeded,the mean temperature of erupted
magma increasedfrom 720øC to about 780øC. Second, as the
eruption progressed,the temperature span at a given stratigraphic horizon increasedfrom a few degreesfor the earliest
phaseof the eruptionto greaterthan 50øCfor the last phase
(Mono Basin flow unit). Both featuresare qualitatively predictablefrom evacuationisochrondiagramsassumingthermal
gradientsexistedwithin the chamber.It is hoped that further
refinements

and extensions of the numerical

model will allow

use of temperature information to differentiate central vent
from ring fractureeruptionsdriven by either calderacollapse
or magmarecharge.
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Fig. 9d. IC plot for calderacollapsecasewith Re = 100,B,/Bc = 30,
Fig. 9b. EI plot for simulationdescribedin Figure 9a.

and B,./D, = 1.
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(A1)
In (A1) we have

A•= +1
A•=0

A,•= +1

2. Examination of the evacuationisochron diagrams reveals that a significantportion of magma initially roofward in
a chamber but at a lateral distance from the conduit will not

be erupted, especiallyfor chambersof large B,/B½and small
B•/D, This effect is most dramatic for the magma recharge
situation, although the phenomenon persists in situations
characterizedby caldera collapse.Note that evacuation isochron envelopesbecome tangential to a single curve in x-y
space.Magma lying above this curve remains in the chamber
despiteits proximity to the roof. This impliesthat estimatesof
the rate of production of evolved magma, as inferred by ash
fic• volume-reposetime systematics[e.g., Spera and Crisp,
1981'1,are maximal values, since all of the evolved magma
presentin a given chamber will not be erupted even when
deeper(marie)magmahasbeentapped.Furthermore,the stagnation effectis intensifiedas the ratio of reservoirwidth/conduit width (B•/Bc) increases.As a consequence,
volumetric
ratesfor productionof evolved(high SiO2) magma as inferred
from eruptive volume-reposetime systematicsmight be biased
toward high values for smaller systemswhen, in fact, in situ
rates are comparable.
3. In Figures9b and 9c, evacuationisochrondiagramsare
compared for the magma recharge versus caldera collapse
situation.All relevant geometricand dynamic parametersare
identical exceptfor obviouschangesin boundary conditions.
There are significantdifferencesin the shapesand positionsof
isochrons for these two cases. Whereas

utilized for the inertial terms

n m O.)i
j
• ADOBE
VALLY
_ O.)ij

•

//

•

• 740

terms. The formula

is based on the convective form of the vorticity transport
equationand may be written

isochrons for the re-

chargecasebecometangentialat graduallyincreasingdepths,
in the caldera collapsecase,isochronscontinue to migrate
laterally.The fact that the sizeof the quasistagnant
regionis
much smaller in the caldera collapsecaseimplies that zonation effectsshouldbe lessextremecomparedwith the rechargecase,other factorsbeingidentical.
APPENDIX A

Finite DifferenceMethods

Vorticity transport. Transient solutions to the vorticity
transport equation (VTE) were developedusing one of two
proceduresdescribedhere. The first method involved an ex-

A•.=0

A2=--I
A2= +1

A•=0
A3=-I

As=--I
A•= +1

u0<_0
uo>0

A•=0
A6=--I

vo<0
%>0

In an effort to find a more efficient and faster VTE solver, a

secondupwind differencingtechniquebasedon the donor cell
method of Gentry et al. [1966] was used. Average interface
velocitieson each side of the mesh point are definedand the
signsof thesevelocitiesdeterminewhich value of cois utilized.
Note that unlike the first upwind method,this one is conservative. Formally, this method is more accuratethan the first
sincesecond-orderaccuracyof the advectiontermsis retained
as in all centereddifferenceschemes.The appropriate equations are
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Comparisonbetweenthe two methodsshowsthat the con-
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servative form of the VTE leads to slightly more accurate

solutions,althoughin no casewas the differencein vorticity
valuesgreaterthan a few percent.This is consistentwith the
observationsof Torrance [1968], who found a similar comparisonfor a thermallydrivencavityflow problem.
Numericalstabilityconditionsare met in practiceby specifying the time step accordingto a criterionbasedon avon
Neumann stability analysis of the vorticity transport expressionI-Roache,
1972b].Convergence
is ensuredsolongas
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point (i,j), the incrementin the x direction,and the increment
in the y direction,respectively.In all of the computations
reportedon here,a uniformand equant(Ax = Ay) meshwas
utilized.

Boundaryvorticityvalues. Along boundariesAF, FE, and
AB, w is set by the boundaryconditions.SinceAF is a plane
of symmetryalongwhichu vanishes
identically,o• is equalto
zero there.AlongFE and AB, w is easilydeterminedby using
the definitionof the vorticity and the velocityboundarycondition. Along the no-slipboundaries(ED, DC, and CB), the
vorticityis not defineda priori and must be determinedas
part of the solution.The vorticityis easilydefinedat a grid
point embedded
in a no-slipwall if it is notedthat • is equal
which is a modified Courant condition. Since max lul < max
to
a
constant
along
a wall and O•/On= 0 normal to that wall.
Ivl= 1, by settinglul = Ivl= 1, a time step ensuringstability
If
•
is
expressed
in
a directionnormalto a no-slipboundary
could be determinedonce the mesh size was specified.It has
been noted [Nob and Protter, 1963; Roache,1972a; Runchal by a Taylor seriesexpansion(e.g.,boundaryCB),
and Wolfshtein,1969] that unidirectionaldifferencingwill gen½ ½cu+
+
+...
(A9)
erate numerical(artificial)viscosity,which can lead to incor:
c•Y • •}c• y
rect results.Fortunately, the magnitude of numericallyinducedviscosityeffectscan be monitoredduring a calculation then since(O•/Oy)= Uc• = 0, we may usethe d•finition of the
so that the meshsizemay be chosenfine enoughto ensurean vorticity to show that
accuratesolution to the VTE. The resultspresentedhere are
consistent with the conclusionsof Campbell and Mueller
[1968], Gosmanet al. [1969], BozemanandDalton [1973], and
Torrance[1968], all of whom obtainedmeaningfulnumerical sincev = 0 alongthe no-slipwall.Now, using(A6) and (A7),it
resultsby using explicit (forward time) upwind differencing may be shownthat

At_<
•ee• +
[2(,

+•xx
+Ay]
,u,

(A5)

(2v2u)(2v2:½••2:½•(A10,

methods.

Poissonequation. The Poissonequationwas solvedby a
successive
overrelaxation(SOR) techniquefirst suggestedby
Richardson[1910] and subsequently
modifiedby many others
[e.g.,Frankel, 1950; Allen and Southwell,1955; Young,1954].
The overrelaxationparameter,which varied slightlywith size
and shapeof the computationaldomain, was found by numericalexperimentation.Valuesother than the optimum one,
while not having much of an effecton the solution,greatly
slowediterative convergence.
For example,for a case 1 simulation with J = 1.75, the first iterative cyclethrough the Poissonexpressionproducedconvergence
after 500 steps,whereas
with the optimum valueof 1.91,convergence
is achievedafter
120 iterations. Since most of the computational time (about
70%) is spentin solvingthe Poissonequation,an optimum
choice of J is essential to minimize the cost of the calculation.

•,• =

-2(½,_
,,•- ½,.•)

(All)

for no-slipwallsparallelto the y direction;a correspondingly
symmetric
relationcanalsobe foundfor no-slipwallsparallel
to the x direction(e.g.,DC). This formulationfor w was first
usedby Thom [1933].
In the calderacollapsecase,the vorticity along boundary
DE is slightly different than (All) becauseof the nonzero
verticalvelocitydue to roof collapse.By argumentsanalogous
to those•vcn above,the vorticityalongDC is foundto be
-2

wherei• isthevalueofthex gridpointindexalongwallDE.

Finally, it is noted that the vorticity at point D, a sharp
The criterionfor convergence
of the Poissonequationwas for
the relative error in ½ at every point in the mesh to be less convex corner, is singular. Although there is no reason to
of w at point D, some
thanonepart in 10'•. The finitedifference
expression
usedto assumecontinuityor singlevalucdness
approximation
must
bc
made.
This
problem
hasbeenrecently
iterativelysolvethe Poissonequationwas
addressedby Holsteinand Paddon[1982], who recommend
•
k
k+l
k
the procedureusedby Kawaguti[1965] to determinewa. This
recommendation
k+l

+ ½io-•

+ AxZwu
- 4½u
•']

(A6)

has been followed here.

LagrangianParticle Tracker

The evacuationisochrondiagramswere calculatedby folVelocityfield. The finite differenceexpressionsused for lowingthe motion of severalhundredmarker particlesin Laby numericalintegrationof equationsof
calculatingvelocitiesare standardonesthat maintain second- •an•an coordinates
where k is introduced as an iteration index.

orderaccuracy.
The velocities
ui,jandvi,jwerefoundaccord-

the form

ing to

u•,•
=

el,j+
12Ay
--½i,j1

(A7)

½••';- ½•+
•';

(AS)

X=X0+fUdt

(A13)

Velocitiesalong an arbitrarily chosenstreamlinewere calculated usinga bicubicsplinemethodto interpolatevelocities(u
and v) defined at nodal points and setting time increments
small enoughto preserveaccuracywithout introducingundev•,•=
2Ax
sirable numerical effects.This procedure resulted in a set of
The entiresetof
where½u,Ax, and Ay represent
the streamfunctionat mesh ordered(x, y, t) valuesalongeachstreamline.

and
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(x, y, t) valueswere then sortedon the basisof t values,and
the x, y coordinatesof the isochronscould be simply drawn
by a standardplotting algorithm.
ComputationalAlgorithm

the governingequationmay be written

•œ-Re•2

(B2)

The solutionof (B2) is

A simulation was initiated by setting values of all internal
field parametersequal to zero or as specifiedby a boundary

ff(•,œ)
=(1- •)- • • • exp

sin
nn•(B3)

•.=•n
Re J
condition.
Thevorticityfieldat thenewtimelevel(coi0
k+•)
couldthenbe calculated
for all interiormes•p
pointsin an When the summation term on the right-hand side of (B3) is
explicit manner. Following this, the Poisson equation was
solvedby iteration by usingthe new (previouslycalculated)co

values
andby updating
thestream
function
vdlues
assoonas
they became available (i.e., SOR). Generally, the number of
iterativecyclesrequiredfor convergence
of the streamfunction

to onepart in 10'• variedfrom 130at the initiationof a calculation to 1 when the systemwas near the steadystate. Upon
attaining convergencein q/, the velocity field (u and v) and the
vorticity along all no-slip walls could be determined. This
completesthe determinationof the flow field at any particular
time. In order to attain the steady state, one returns to the
vorticity transportequation,and the entire iterative-sequential
processis repeated.Finally, when the vorticity field changes
by lessthan somesmall quantity betweentwo successive
time
steps,the steady state has been reached. When the relative

changein vor.ticityvaluesat all (i, j) changes
by lessthan one

partin 10'•,thecomputation
washalted.
In order to ensurethat computed resultshad significance,
the number of meshpoints was doubled and the entire calculation repeated.This is an expensivetest procedurebut neverthelessa necessaryone in order to verify the code and check
the overall stability and veracity of the computationalalgorithm. In caseswhen this test was performed,comparisonof
field values was good to within several percent, becoming
slightlypoorer for large Reyondsnumbers.
For the caldera collapsecasethe numericalalgorithm was
modified slightly to take account of the downward moving
roof. After each cycle through the complete computational
procedure,the finite differencemeshwas slightlyreadjustedin
spaceso that nodal lines coincidedwith boundariesED and
DC. Valuesof field variables(q/,co,u, v) at the transformedset
of nodal points(it,Jt)weredeterminedusingvaluesat (i, j) and
a bicubic spline interpolator and the untransformedset of
fixed variables.Heuristically,the stabilityof the solutioncould
be ensuredby adopting a small time increment,so that roof
subsidencewas a very small fraction (1%) of the spatial increment Ax.

small, the flow will be in the steadystate. Steadyflow will be

attainedwhenthe ratio •/Re exceedssomecriticalvalue,that
is,•/Re = const.Now,in a separate
experiment
if a higherRe
is initially imposed,tsswill necessarilyincreaseso that the

ratio •ss/Re
is maintained
constant.
Thereforeit is shownthat
tssis directlyproportionalto the first powerof Re.
In the case where inertia is important, the relevant expressionfor the x momentumequationis

• +u• +v6 =• kbx2
+•Y:)

(B4)

Heuristically one notes that as Re becomeslarge, the righthand sideof (B4) vanishesand so solutionsto (B4) as Re• •
cannotdependupon Re. Thereforet•scannotdependupon Re
in the inertial regime.
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